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  The magazine creating links between basket making enthusiasts…

 www.leliencreatif.fr

Spotlight on 
the Dwarf Fan Palm

Mediterranean weavings:
The Palme d’or for
Antonio Rodriguez!

Marotte, 
Charmotte, 

Cageole…

Baskets from 
the orchard:
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Trimestrial magazine, 4 editions per year / subscription 1 year Europe: 34€  - Rest of the world: 36€ - / 2 years Europe: 66€ - Rest of the world: 68€



Plant spotlight: the dwarf fan palm,  el palmito

Antonio plaits tirelessly…
His creations are like him, generous.
Their aesthetic qualities speak for 
themselves and their perfection is 
self evident.
Too modest to put himself in the 
spotlight, this craftsman is also an 
artist. Not satisfied with just crea-
ting useful objects, he also makes 
works of art, unique pieces and 
pieces filled with emotion and per-
sonality.
When he returns from exhibitions 
he often returns with a prize for his 
work and his creativity.
He is a master of all the techniques, 
be they flat or round and be they 
with 3, 4, 5, 7, 9, or more strands. He 
knows them all and he combines 
them together for his creations. 
Here are a small selection.

Contact: see the address book on 
page 2.

These six pages are but a small part 
of a more complete portfolio on 
our website: www.leliencreatif.fr
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